AUTO SKILLS DO-IT-YOURSELF Q&A
Last Name Only
1. Who is allowed to use the Auto Skills center?
A. Military personnel, Retired Military
B. Department of the Army Civilians, Reserve Components
C. Contractors to the installation
D. Anyone on post
E. All Except C & D
F. All Except D

You want to make a few extra bucks working on someones car, can you use the Auto Skills center
for this?
Yes
No

We live in the desert, you need to clean the sand, dirt and grit off your brakes to stop the squealing.
You can do this by?
A. Using a brush to get the sand off
B. Use the air hose to blow it clean

C. Both A & B
D. You must use a brake cleaning kit provided by the shop

Is a floor jack sufficient to raise your vehicle and get underneath?
Yes
No

If you have to leave your vehicle in the shop at closing time, do your bay fees continue?
Yes, even though the shop is closed my charges continue
No, my fees stop and resume when the shop opens the next day

What is the minimum-maximum age must a person be that needs a supervising sponsor present at
all times on the shop floor?
A. 14-18
B. 14-21

C. Any age up to 21
D. There is no age limit if they have a valid drivers license

If you have a shop card from another installation, can you use that card to work on your vehicle
without any instructions from shop members?
A.
B.
C.
D.

No, you have to take the quiz
Yes, you can com directly into the sop and begin
No, you must first be briefed on the facilities safety, environmental and house keeping rules
A&C

You are waiting for your car to be serviced/repaired. You can wait
A. In the waiting room
B. outside

.

C. In the shop area
D. A & B
E. All of the above

You need a tool and you see that the shop personnel are very busy, what can you do?
A. Go to the tool room and get it
B. Obtain it from the mechanics assigned tool boxes
C. Shop personnel will get it for you.

